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As Tent City 3 left the gates of Seattle University on
Monday and moved to St. Marks, the Seattle City Council
voted in favor of creating a hygeine and service center in
Pioneer Square.
The new center will be located in the Morrison Hotel
on Third Avenue and Yesler Way. It will provide showers,
toilets, washers and dryers, a day-and-night shelter, indoor
meals and counseling services.
The City Council should be lauded for their efforts to
provide Seattle's homeless population with a means to get
back on their feet. However, the vote was not easy and
previous sites were withdrawn because of dissent among the
local population.
While Tent City 3 was here on campus, individuals with
inaccurate portrayals ofthe homeless community were able
to confront those concerns head-on. However, in Chinatown,
officials there were outraged that City Council members
wanted to establish the center in the International District.
Although many do not believe that Mayor Nichols can
achieve his goals of ending homelessness in 10 years,
providing new ways to help these less fortunate individuals
should not be stalled by communities in which the majority
lacks compassion.
Iforganizations and groups within the city put more focus
on helping the homeless within their community than those
thousands of miles away, he could achieve his goal.
Instead oftaking an active stance in combating
homelessness on the homefront, we opt to focus our attention
away from our people and look towards those in other
countries. Why is it that we have a One-to-Five! Tsunami
Relief Campaign and not a One-to-Five! Seattle Homeless
Relief Campaign?
We don't mind hosting Tent City 3 here for a month and
donating a portion ofour meal plan, but we won't raise funds
to end a plague that is quickly afflicting more and more
people everyday.
The American Red Cross has so far raised $378.8 million
for the tsunami relief. This shows that Americans are
compassionate towards others, however, homelessness is not
considered a tragedy or a crisis in the United States, hence
the lack of support for city initiatives for homeless shelters.
Whether we believe it or not, homelessness in America is a
crisis that needs our support.
The Spectator Editorial Board consists of Trisha Leonard,
Amy Daybert and Kevin Curley. Signed commentaries re-
flect THE OPINIONS OF THE AUTHORS AND NOT NECESSARILY THOSE
of The Spectator, Seattle University or its student body.
Diversity on campus, not quite
Are we as diverse as we think?
Hanisha Shewakramani
Guest Columnist
"Diversity is the one true thing
we all have in common. Celebrate
it every day."
The author is anonymous, but
the message is as credible as a
verse from a holy book. First
of all, I want to ask you, what
is diversity? When you think
of the word, what is it that you
think of? Do you think ofAfrican
Americans and Asian Americans?
Do you think of them together,
hanging out with Caucasians?
What kind of diversity do you
think of? Do you think of gays,
lesbians, bisexuals and transsexu-
als? Do you think of a Muslim or
a Hindu? Do you think of people
with disabilities? Do you think
of people of different ethnicities
and ages?
Eerriam Webster diction-nes diversity as "thei of being diverse, dif-
ferent."
(iere are seven popular cat-ies of diversity: race, ethnic-gender, sexual orientation,
age and disability; not to
say that there aren't many more
like cultural and socio-economic
diversity. But the point is that
the idea of diversity is being
different, and more importantly
accepting and celebrating that
difference. Difference comes in
all shapes and forms, to me, an
International Student, and Indian
who grew up in the Middle East,
Caucasian men are diverse. Bet
you never thought of them as
diverse before.
Now let me ask you, do you









cent of the stu-
dents on this
campus think
that the student population is
very diverse, an additional 29
percent think that it is fairly di-
verse, 13 percent think that it is
somewhat diverse and 4 percent
think that it isn't very diverse.
This statistically means that you
probably think that we live on a
very diverse campus.
Now answer this, who are your
friends? Are they the. same skin
color or ethnicity as you? Do
you share the same political and
religious convictions?
When you walk into a class
for the first time, and you don't
know anyone in the room, who do
you sit beside? Does he/she have
the same hair color, skin color
or clothing style/brands as you?
tmost of you will answerthose questions, and youcally should,a term called homophilia,
and it means that we have a love
of what is similar to what we are.
So the next time you sit down
similarities between yourselves,
for diversity on this campus,
rding to the SU website, the
man class in 2003 - my class
; this following breakdown:
50 percent Caucasian, 5 percent
African American, 7 percent La-









different because that is who you
are. I am reminded at this point
that we are not that far away
from high school, and what we
learn and become there, doesn't
just evaporate with graduation,
we continue to follow the same
111rules at some level.) you remember high school?ng to find people just likeor trying to make yourself besthing to become part of the1" group? Well, just imagineself as me, a token Middleern American International
Indian, trying to find a place on
this campus, I can tell you that a
lot of the people don't even know
me by my real name, and it's my
doing, because I realized that a
lot of them would probably not
even remember my name.
I know diversity, and I can








friends? Have you ever been to an
It celebrating diversity?st month was Black His-Month, and I happened toalking past the Bistro anded that there was some kindent going on.
When I walked by, there were
two women -1 presume they were
students - singing up on stage, but
B astonishingly, I noticed thatntire front half of the Bistrojccupied mostly by Africanricans. The back half, it
seemed, had just walked in like
any normal day, to grab some
dinner - they were predominantly
■te.was almost like pre-civilits, blacks on one side andtes on the other, with a few
anomalies in both. It was shock-
ing because the only people
that wanted to celebrate Black
History, it seemed, were black
■'e! So much for having cul-diversity! ...tt time you sit in class, no-
tice the people sitting in the back,
nine out of 10 times in my class,
those kids are the international
students. One out of 10 students
on this campus, according the
official stats, is not American.
Did you know that?You probably
didn't and you wouldn't, unless
you happened to walk by Office
160 in the Student Center Pavil-





together; sure they have Ameri-
can friends, just like you have
International friends. But how
much do you know about them,
and how close are you? How
much about their personality and
Ile do you justassume upong them? Not very many ofill be able to answer thatn extremely optimistic re-;. This is where homophilia
and diversity come in.
One of the first people I met on
Eampus accused me of noting proper English becausel't a "native" speaker (read:v was this person to know
! come from the largest
English speaking nation in the
world? And that the overwhelm-
ing majority ofpeople who speak
English today are not "native"?
And that I had skipped all of
my English requirements here
at Seattle University because I
excelled in my AP English class
I still see these kinds of people
around, all their friends look
exactly like them. And if they
are sitting across from people
who don't look like them, it's
because they have something in
common.
Skin color does not imply that
you are diverse; I know many
people who have been raised ex-
actly like Caucasians, or people
who try to act very "American"
because they understand that this
is the dominant tradition.
How many times have you
known somebody who had a
completely different background
from you, and decided that in-
stead of finding someone else
that you feel more comfortable
lou would get to knowtout them?ry because, not only arerying to break ourperson-daries, but we are disil-ig ourselves into thinking
that we are. Will you be the next
person to stereotype me into what
you think a non-American, non-
white, non-"native" international
"But the point is that the
idea of diversity is being dif-





"// was shocking because
the only people that wanted
to celebrate Black History, it
seemed, were black people!




Hanisha Shewakramani is a junior
communications major. Send
feedback and comments to Hanisha
at shewakra@seattleu.edu
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Response from the Editors:
Quality ofthe paper lacking, Spectator staffrespond
Some students have voiced that the content ofThe Spectator is oflow quality.
Here is the staffmember's response to those individuals.
Dear Spectator readers:
Like many students, employees at The
Spectator work 30 hours or more a week, in
addition to being a full-time student. Just like
therest ofyou, we sometimes feel like we are
stretched too thinand at any minute; one thing
- one small thing - can be the straw thatbreaks
the camel's back. This small thing can cause
one to freak out and do something drastic,
such as tell a professor off, quit one's job, or
get really drunk in the middle of the day all
alone in one's apartment.
There are many of you who read the paper,
or don't even read it, but quickly glance over
it, and all-of-a-sudden think you're an expert
journalist who knows what you're talking
about. It reminds us of people who criticize
the government but don't know any of the
issues beyond mere rhetoric. Complaining
about something, without giving any type of
good advice, is worth nothing.
Do you know why The Spectator might not
be up to par with your understanding of the
model school newspaper? It's not because the
whole staff is a bunch ofmorons. It's because
we're human and we're overworked. There
aren't people standing in line to write for us.
As a result, staff members are forced to do
more than their share of the work just to get a
the option ofrefusing to run a story because
*need all the stories they can get to fillpages. They have to work with whathave.
Sometimes we hear, "I could do a better
job." But, we have never seen those people
at our weekly meetings, where volunteer and
staffwriters sign up for stories. It doesn't mat-
tfyou can writebetter than us ifyou chooseto. We know there is a lot of journalistic
talent out there, but it is wasted on people who
find it easier to complain than to pick up a pen
and notepad.
Then there is the complaint that our news
is not engaging. Unfortunately our campus is
small and there isn't always a lot going on.
Additionally, our editors usually come up with
the weekly ideas themselves. It's hard to keep
track of what is happening at SU when they
spend most of their week holed up in their
office producing the paper.
Even if you don't write, you can always
email story ideas to The Spectator email ad-
Kis, spectator@seattleu.edu. Also, when ourors are not in their office, they're reading
and writing papers and attending class because
that is the reason why we are all here, although
classes sometimes take the backseat - along
with eating, sleeping, bathing, etc.
1 When our editors stay up mostof the night to put the paper to bed,
which is usually around 3:00 a.m.,
and then stay up until morning to fin-
ish their homework, they, don't take
empty criticism on the newspaper
well. Most people don't know that
Spectator employees don't have set
schedules, but they do have to get
the paper out by 5:00 a.m. Thursday
morning.
Our editors put twice as much
energy into the newspaper than they
do in all of their classes put together.
i
A '1 in all, the paper looks better than
; previous five years, according
faculty who have commended us
a job well done. However, it's
: going to get any better without
it help,
f the paper is lacking, it's not just
staff's fault - it's your fault too.
is is a school newspaper and it is
ie more members of the school
t involved. It's not fair that a
all number ofpeople produce the
vspaper, but everyone else feels
:y have the right to criticize it
;ry week.
Don't like the writing? Don't
nk our coverage is good enough?
ink the paper needs to be spiced
? Think our copy-editing needs
ne work? You are welcome to
n us at The Spectator office in
mpion basement every Tuesday
ming at 7 p.m. to pick up a story
assignment or to pitch a story idea.
Feel free to email our news editor at
harbaugh@seattleu.edu with news
ideas. Ifyou disagree with something
the paper prints, send editorials to
Kevin at curleyk@sealtleu.edu.You
can even join us on layout nights,
every Wednesday night, and help us
copy-edit pages.
Esomeone once said, "Ifot part of the solution, you>f the problem."Sincerely yours,The Spectator staff
LETTER TO THE EDITOR:
Advisors fail students, again
Dear Editor:
I resonated with "A Concerned
Student's" bad advising experi-
ences as I too have had nothing but
discouraging experiences during
advising season.
When I told my advisor I was
thinking of changing majors be-
cause I found my current studies
no longer appealing, she promptly
told me I was being "illogical and
immature" since I wasn't at college
to have fun with my major, I was
here to "get a good education to be
happy and successful in life."
Since when has it been a require-
ment to have a college degree in or-
der to be happy in life? Why should
I pay $30,000 per year to major in a
subject I am not as interested in as
much as I initially believed?
My attempts to get across to her
how unhappy I was with my current
major were met with cold dismiss-
als of my concerns. Rather than
feeling as if the university is here to
support me in my studies and freely
allow me to explore my interests, it
seems as if my advisor is trying to
force me to pursue an educational
field I don't enjoy.
Perhaps some faculty members
are not thrilled about being given
handfuls of students to advise in
addition to theirresponsibilities as
educators of the university, but they
should still, without being told or
trained to, support and respect their
student's interests and wishes for a
satisfying four years at SU.
-A soon-to-be ex-major
(Name withheld toprotect student)
RANT OF THE WEEK:
Skyrocketing gasprices kill my weekends
Kevin Curley
Opinion Editor
I can remember sitting in my mother's
Chevrolet Cavalier right before the first
Gulf War and noticing that the gas prices
were only 80 cents per gallon. I also re-
member that once we invaded Iraq, the
price jumped over a dollarand the country
went nuts.
Since that fateful event, the gas prices
here and everywhere else in the world have
gone up. Not justa little bit, but to a point
where making a decision to walk insteadof
driving is a reality.
My mom used to fill the gas tank ofour
car with 10 dollars. These days 10 dollars
will get me five gallons of the cheapest,
dirtiest, low-grade gasoline, which will last
me two days.
Then I get to go back to the same gas sta-
tionand fill up a little more. However, now
I just take the big hit, cash in my mutual
funds and fill-up my tank.
At the local Shell gas station on the
corner of Twelfth Avenue and East Cherry
Street, regular unleaded gasoline tops off
over two dollars.What really drives me up
a freakin' wall everytimeI pull up and read
that stupid yellow sign that posts the daily
price, is that it seems like our government
has no plan to lower the price.
My car has a huge gas tank and filling
up costs me about 30 dollars. Now I don't
know about everyone else, but 30 dollars for
gas is 30 dollars less I can spend onfood.
Nottomention ifI wantedto go and take
a trip toOcean Shores or across the border
to Canada, I'd have to figure in an extra 90
dollars for gas!
So instead of enjoying the great week-
ends we've been having here in Seattle,
I end up choosing to stay in my house all
weekend, with a possible trip to QFC for
food; walking ofcourse.
Maybe instead ofspending $300 billion
on the IraqWar, something couldhavebeen
done to lower fuel costs. I'mnot saying that
all ofthe $300billion could havebeen used
for those costs, but that is a lot of money
to spend on something that hasn't really
accomplished much.
On average, Washington has low gas
prices. But considering low is assessed at
around $1.90 per gallon, that's not saying
much.
If you're looking for the lowest, regular
grade gas prices in the State ofWashington,
jump on a ferry and go to Bremerton, they
average about $ 1.83per gallon. Here in Se-
attle we have the highest prices in the state,
rounding out at a killer $2.24 per gallon at
the Texaco on the comer ofNW Market St
and 24th NW.
I guess the rising gas prices are just like
the tuition costs; officials believe that it
doesn't matter what the costs are, we'll
still pay.
Kevin Curley is a juniorjournalism






Tent City moves on, but portraits remain
Molly Layman
Staff Writer
Currently being displayed in the
Pigott and Student Centerbuildings
are large black and white portraits
ofTent City 3 residents, whom SU
hosted for the month of February.
Some SU community members
wonder how they came about and
what their purpose is.
Joe Orlando, director of Jesuit
identity and mission, provided some
answers about these portraits in a
recent interview.
Who is behind the creation?
Dave Balzer is the designer of
the posters, and Anil Kapahi is the
photographer. I was involved in
exploring an initial idea with Dave
about how some photos might be
able to enhance the way the campus
engaged with the Tent City host-
ing experience, and he suggested
a poster concept and the idea took
off. Anil took the photos in late De-
cember at the Tukwila site for Tent
City 3, and we had already asked
TC3 a) if they were in support of
this project idea and b) if there were
some folks who wouldbe willing to
have their photos taken with brief
bios. Eight agreed, and we went to
Tukwila and took those shots.
How did they decide which
people to profile?
There were eight folks who
agreed to have their photos taken.
Dave decided the series shouldbe
four, so three individuals and one
couple were chosen. There are two
sets of theposters: one series offour
in Pigott, and one series of four in
the Student Center.
Will there be a rotation ofpro-
files over the months?
The original idea was to display
the posters over the course of the
month of February in those two
buildings. It may be that we could
extend the display either in those
buildings or in other buildings, to
share them with more members
of the SU community, though we
haven't made a decision in that
regard.
How did they decide where to
post theposters?
Dave suggested that the Pigott
building and the Student Center
were the best buildings for this
display if we were to choose two
sites, since they are so heavily used
by students and other SU campus
community members.
Though the posters are intendedto
increase awareness, some students,
like freshman journalism major
Connor Barry, haven't been aware
of the posters in Pigott or the Student
Center.
"I haven't really looked at them...
Spreading the wordand gettingkids
tomeet [Tent City residents] is impor-
tant. Whether the posters enhance this
or not, I don'tknow," he says.
Still, some students who have
noticedappreciate them, likenursing
major Emely Alfaro.
"I really like them. I think they're
really interesting. I like knowing
about people."
While Tent City 3 has packed up
and left, the profiles may create a
lasting impression for students and
encourage them to pursue other so-
cial justice missions.
Photo by Kyle Smith
This is just one of eight
portraits in the Student
Center and Pigott Build-
ing displaying pictures
and brief biographies
of Tent City 3 residents,





Photo by William Hurd
With the help of student volunteers, Tent City 3 residents pack
up tents and personal belongings after spending the month of
February on SU tennis courts. Tent City 3 residents made the
exodus to their next home, St. Mark's Cathedral.
February 22, 2005
An open letter to the student body of Seattle University:
The human spirit is lifted when on occasion whole groups of a society are moved
to end, or relieve the plight of unfortunate few. Congratulations, Seattle
University, for you in fact you have done so!
Your reception of our nomadic survival mechanism demonstrates a courage and
commitment unprecedented by any learning institutions in this country. It speaks
volumes of the quality of your educationand the character of your learning. Be
proud, as we have been proud of you.
We would like to extend to you an open invitation for all to our sth5th anniversary r\ WJLjA
celebration around noon on April 2 2005, at our next location, St. Marks \\ vV.v
Cathedral, 1245 10m Av. East. 1 v <yr
And we look forward to continued relationships we have already built upon during
this historical stay.
Our survival is based largely on the graciousness of the community as a whole.
You and yours are a wondrous example of that community, and our thanks can
never be expressed. - . J . , f> o.
Sharing Stories, MakingMeaning: Reflecting on Tent City 3
Please joinSU students, faculty and staffMar. 11 from noon to 1:30p.m. in the Leßoux Room.
Lunch provided, RSVP tentcity@seattleu.edu
SU's hosting of Tent City 3 has provided many opportunities to serve and learn. With
the departure of the tent city community it is time now to reflect. What has the experi-
ence of hosting Tent City 3 meant to you? What has the experience meant to SU-?
How do we continue to show solidarity with those who face the challenges of home-
lessness and poverty in our city and region?




Being 16 years old and
living in a tent does not fall
within the traditional defini-
tion ofhomelessness, since
many dispossessed youth
have homes where they
could return. But as repre-
sentatives from the organi-
zation Peace for the Streets
by Kids from the Streets
pointed out last Thursday,
this makes the experience
of being young and home-
less distinctly differentfrom
adults.
Brought to the Casey
Atrium by Campus Minis-
try, PSKS founder Elaine
Simons showed clips from
her organization's film,
"Endurance," to a small
audience over lunch.
PSKS, founded in 1995,





feel invisible," said Simons.
"So art seemed like a good
idea."
The film, shot over a 26-
hour period with different
youth standing on the same
corner, combats stereotypes
about youth and homeless-
ness, including reasons why
young people don't "just go
home."
"Many young people
chose to leave home due
to bad situations," asserted
Simons.
"Mama" Sara Magyar, a
speaker at Thursday's lunch,
was one such youth. When
her father died, she went to
live with her brother, who
beat her if she didn't sleep
and sexually abused her
when she did sleep.
"Home isn't always a
safe place to be," said Mag-
yar, now in her 50s and no
longer living on the streets.
Because of her experience
of being young and home-
less, Magyar said she'll
always "self-identify as a
homeless kid."
"Blue," a transgender
youth, gave a current per-
spective on what it's like
to be homeless. Because of
Simons and Magyar, Blue
felt indebted to theprogram,
because it helped in becom-
ing more self-sufficient.
The Lesbian and Gay
Youth Care and Counseling
project estimates that 40
percent of Seattle's home-
less youth are gay, lesbian,
bisexual or transgender.
Simons proudly explained
that her organization has
a "low tolerance for anti-
tolerance."
One young Seattle wom-
an shown in "Endurance"
voiced her opinion on what
it means to be homeless.
"I never had to sleep on
a park bench, but I was still
homeless. I never had my
own home."
This is the fourth consec-
utive year PSKS has come
to speak at SU with a project
affectionately named "Rise-
up Rooster" in memory ofa
young man named Rooster
who died shortly after get-
ting off the streets.
When the forum opened
up for discussion, some
students asked about long
term goals and solutions to
fight homelessness.
Raya Ivanov, a senior
who has volunteered at
PSKS, said the city needs
more permanent shelters.
Magyar suggested a sim-
ple way people can combat
homelessness.
"When you pass someone
on the street, and you don't
want to give them change,
ask about their day. One
of my good friends was a
woman who used to give
me a quarter to [complain]
about her day," said Magyar,
which made her feel like she
had earned the money.
Simons suggested more
mentors might help, and
called for students to work




closed the event by speak-
ing of Rooster's charm,
and of how he came to be
involved withPSKS.
Simons mentioned what a
positive force SU had been
in her organization, and
thanked Campus Ministry
for the clothing donations.
She added that she hopes









Farmers are committing suicide, yet very little is
being done.
P. Sainath, world rural affairs editor of India's
national newspaper, The Hindu, as well as author of
"Everybody Loves a Good Drought," spoke about
the biggest agrarian crises affecting his home country,
India. Seattle University is just one stop for Sainath
on his one month lecture tour to different journalism
schools.
"Why did I quit the full time job to do the kind of
work I do now?" began Sainath. "I decided to chuck
my job and talk about the bottom 5 percent."
Sainath used to write about the wealthy class of
India. However, once he realized that traditional
newspapers didn't cover serious poverty issues
occuring around the world, he became unsatisfied
with his job.
"I do not see [myself] as a crusader or as a Lone
Ranger," said Sainath, explaining thatthere are other
journalists following his example.
To illustrate the media's overbearing coverage of
the wealthy, Sainath contrasted the coverage of two
coinciding events: India's fashion weekand the larg-
est agrarian crises India has ever faced.
"Idid a count ofhow many members were covering
the agrarian crisis for at least a week," said Sainath.
Theanswer: six reporters. "This affected hundredsof
millions ofpeople," Sainath emphasized.
He also counted the number of reporters who
covered the fashion week: 412. In India, only 0.2
percent of the population can affordto wear designer
clothing.
"There is no such thing as readers, only consum-
ers," said Sainath. "The media does not represent
thepublic."
Andrea Larsen, sophomore creative writing major,
points out that this is not just an Indian phenom-
enon.
"People are more informedabout Janet Jackson's
indecent exposure than theyare about the hundreds of
thousands ofhomeless sleeping in the streetsofU.S.
cities," commentedLarsen. "Some things that should
be big news are stuck in the back of the paper, while
a picture ofMichael Jackson is on the front page of
The New York Times."
Sainath considers the United States one of the most
diverse cultures in the world, second only to India.
With so many cultures and people, Sainath explains
that the media should be representing a large variety
ofgroups.
"The diversity of the media does not reflect the
public," said Sainath of the Indian media. "Youhave
extreme diversity at the ground level, but extreme
homogeny at the media level."
Seniors nervous
about finding work
The competitive job force demands
more than just a degree
Lindsay Dittmer
Guest Writer
As seniors head into their
final quarter at Seattle Univer-
sity, many are starting to worry
about what will come after
graduation.
According to the National
Association of Colleges and
Employers, lack of experience
was the main obstacle for 22.5
percent of college graduates
nation wide last year.
Recent graduates of Seattle
University and seniors this year
are finding that to be a valid
concern.
In 2003, Dr. Philip Gardner,
director of Research for the
Collegiate Employment Re-
search Institute at Michigan
State University, commented
on the rising number ofcollege
graduates unsuccessful in find-
ing work.
"Since January 2001, the
college labor market has expe-
rienced a contraction in
entry-level job opportu-
nities at a dramaticrate.
In the 18 months prior to
September [0f2002], the




more the 50 percent,"
Gardner said. —
According to SU se-
niors and recent graduates, the
numbers are not changing.
"I feel really under pre-
pared," said Do-Quyen Nguy-
en, fine arts major, about find-
ing a job.
And she is not alone.
Although there are students
with future plans, many seniors
graduating this spring do not
have jobs lined up and are
scrambling to get internships
before they graduate.
"I'll try to find a related job,
but ifnot, I'll goback to school
to be a professor," Nguyen
sighed.
Seniors graduating with
other degrees are no more
enthusiastic about entering the
work force, and haven't been
in recent years.
Sara Bader, 2002 commu-
nication/journalism graduate
remembers classmates strug-
gling to find work.
- "I know that a lot of people
with liberal-arts type degree:
had difficulty finding jobs 01
were not satisfied with wha
they were doing," she ex-
plained. Bader continued tc
say that most students who die
go on to work in a related fielc
began with internships that lec
to full-time jobs.
Bader is a reporter for the
Issaquah Press, a weekly pub-
lication. She was offered the
job after interning at the pape:
during her senior year, but he:
case was not common.
"Not many, maybe five o
so, fellow Communicatioi
Department graduates that
know actually went on to get i
full-time, sustainableposition
in their degree field."
said B° J"
The Communication De-
partment makes it a priority to
get internship information to
students. Ask any student in
the major and they will gladly
and appreciatively talk about
the barrage of emails they get
regarding internships.
Avoiding the extensive job
hunt is a driving factor for
many SU students to go into
the nursing program. Students
agree that despite the rigorous
academic load, nursing is worth
the effort because of the pay
and availability ofemployment
right after graduation.
Students in other majors
looking for immediate employ-
ment have a resource in the
career development center.
"Going from student to a
career is a major life transi-
tion," said Judy Hale, from the
career development center. The
center aims to prepare students
for that transition.
"We help with career skills
in general," she continued,
emphasizing that the center
is open to everyone. Students
of all ages and career interests















ates who go into fields
relating to their major.
Nick Gonzalez, 2004 busi-
ness management graduate,
got a job right after school
with an insurance company
because he had experience
working with insurance while
still in school. He now has an
opportunity for advancement
into a management position
because of his degree.
The senior design project
is what helped Eric Dolan,
2004 mechanical engineering
graduate, land his job right
after school. Although he
and many of his fellow engi-
neers did not have internships,
the design project gave them
something to use as experi-
ence, and most of them did not




keting major, stresses "how
crucial internships are when
you graduate."
Nicolopulos is an advocate
of internships and e-recruiting,
citing the success of many
students, engineering in par-
ticular, with the online em-
ployment center.
She says related experience
during school shouldbe a pri-
ority to all students.
Without this experience,
graduates often find them-
selves stuck at in-between
jobs, saving for graduate
school, paying off student
loans or figuring out what to
do with their degrees.
As a result, there are a
number of over-qualified nan-
nies, servers and coaches with
prestigious Seattle University
diplomas tucked under their
belts.
Other students who fear
working a temporary job after
graduation decide to stay in
undergraduate school, like
ColinMurphy, senior criminal
justice major. Murphy would
have graduated this spring, but
has decided to return next fall
to finish his communications
minor, and will likely stay
through the winter.
The minor will give him an
edge in his chosen career, and
many other students have used
additional time as an under-
graduate to be more competi-
tive within their fields.
The simple, repeating mes-
sage from staff and.graduated
students is that with the dismal
economy and highly competi-
tive work force, every senior
should take advantage of all
opportunities to build their
resume.
Photo by Canda Harbauqh
BLACK HISTORY MONTH
Colina Barlow
Black History Month has passed, but did you get its history and meaning?
"Those who have no record ofwhat theirforebearers have accomplished lose the inspiration ofwhich comes from the teaching of biography andhistory " ~ Dr. Carter Woodson
Guest Writer
Acomplete appreciation of thecelebration of Black History
Month calls for a reassessment of
the social and academic climate that
existed in the Western world, and
particularly inNorth America, before
1926 whenBlack History Month was
established.
It is imperative to bear in mind
thatbetween 1619and 1926,African
Americans and other peoples ofAf-
rican descent were pigeonholed as a
race that had not made any contribu-
tion to human civilization.
In both thepublic and private eye,
AfricanAmericansand otherpeoples
of African descent were constantly
dehumanized and down-graded to
the status of non-citizens and often
defined as fractions ofhumans.
It is estimated that between 1890
and 1925, an African American was
lynched every two and a halfdays.
AfricanAmericans were so dehu-
manized and their historyso distorted
in academia that slavery, peonage,
segregation and lynching were con-
sidered justifiable conditions.
It was this kind of climate that
inspired African American scholar
Dr. Carter GodwinWoodson to lead
the struggle and search for the truth
and organize the first annual "Negro
History Week" in 1926.
A Harvard trained Ph.D., Dr.
Woodson was troubled to find in his
studies that history books largely
ignored the black American popula-
tion; and when blacks did fit into the
picture, it was usually in ways that
reflected the substandard social posi-
tion they were allocated at the time.
So,Woodson dropped out ofmain-
stream academia to devote his life
to the scientific study of theAfrican
experience in America, Africa and
throughout the world. The son of
former slaves, Woodson dedicated
his life to ensuring that black his-
Tory was accurately documented and
dispersed.
In an effort to bring national at-
tention to the contributions ofblack
Americans, the "Negro History
Week" was launched on a serious
platform to neutralize the apparent
ignoranceand deliberate distortion of
Black History. He chose the second
week of February in honor of the
birthdays of pivotal black support-
ers Fredrick Douglas and Abraham
Lincoln.
See INDIA CRISIS, page 7
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PAID ADVERTISEMENT
SU FY 06 Budget Approved
The Seattle University Board of Trustees has approved a fiscal year 2005-2006 (FY 06) budget designed to strengthen students'
academic and campus life experience; support the university's capital campaign; maintain its ability to attract and retain exceptional
students, faculty and staff; and enhance the value of a Seattle University degree.
To accomplish these objectives, the FY 06 operating budget requires a tuition increase for the 2005/2006 academic year. Undergraduate
tuition rates will increase by 7.6 percent, graduate tuition rates by 3.25 percent and in the School of Law tuition will increase by 5.5
percent. Room rates in student dormitories will be held steady and wages for student employees will be increased by 5.5 percent.
To benefit SU students, the FY 06 budget will:
■ Fund 11 new tenure-track faculty positions to keep class sizes ■ Add a staff psychologist to the Counseling Center staff and
small and increase student/full-time faculty ratio. expand the hours of the counseling and health centers.
■ Fund a 3.5 percent pool for faculty salary increases to attract ■ Increase support for student clubs and organizations,
and retain top quality faculty. The budget also provides for recognizing the contributions they make to an engaged
special attention to some academic fields where SU salaries campus and to student learning.
have fallen significantly behind the market. B Support Campus Minjstry apd retreat programs preyious|y
■ Provide a 3 percent pool for non-faculty salary increases. funded by a donation.
■ Support the staff and operating budget of the Center for the ■ Expand residential learning communities.
Arts, opening in January 2006. B Proyide addjtjona| s(jpport for fecreationa| and dub sports
■ Increase the Lemieux Library's acquisition fund by 19 percent and strengthen intercollegiate athletic programs,
to $1.3 million, and create a laptop check-out program. m peer |eadershjp educatjon petworks
■ Provide additional support for new student programs.
Seattle University is proud of its students and the quality of the educational experience the university offers. The FY 06 budget will
help ensure that quality as we respond to changing needs and opportunities.
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There is incredible poverty
and great class distinction in
India, and Sainathbelieves that
this has meant the "collapse
of basic entitlements of poor
people."
"Ifthe farmer is doing badly,
the weaver is finished," ex-
plained Sainath.
According to Sainath, when
the farms do notproduce, every
trade feels the effects. The car-
penters suffer because farmers
do notbuy plows oran axe. The
blacksmith, potter, weaverand
schools all sufferas well.When
the farmers do not produce,
they do not have money to buy
from other trades.
"Every sector is affected
by the agrarian crises," said
Sainath. "When we destroyed
agriculture, we destroyed em-
ployment."
When the poor need loans,
they face interest rates as high
as 18 percent, if they can even
get a loan. It is quite different
for the wealthy, who can easily
obtain loans with interest rates
as low as 6 percent.
In the 1990swhentheWTO,
World Bank and other world
organizations came to India
there were detrimental effects
on the people. Massive priva-
tization, gigantic tax cuts at the
top, as well as rapid deregula-
tion of agriculture were some
of the outcomes, according to
Sainath.
Small plot farming became
nearly impossible, and the
economic depression of the
poorsoonbecameanemotional
depression, causing a countless
number of farmers to commit
suicide.
"To see but not to see, to
hear,but not to listen," Sainath
concluded, reflecting on what
the people of the world tend to
do. He suggested people can
make a difference by paying





At 1:30 a.m., a student reported to
Public Safety and SPD that her laptop
computer was stolen from the fifth
floor study lounge of Campion. She
used her computer for a few hours and
left it briefly to use therestroom. Upon
returning to the lounge, she discovered
it missing.
Safety Assist
At 7:30 a.m., Public Safety staffrecov-
ered a syringe on the northeast corner
ofthe AdministrationBuilding.
Auto Prowl, CriminalMischief
At 11:45 a.m., Public Safety staff
contacted a student to notify her that
her car parked near 13th and East
Columbia was found with a broken
window and a tent and CD case lying
■ next to the vehicle.
Suspicious Circumstance
At 10:15 p.m., Public Safety staff
responded to a report of an irritant in
the air on the third floor ofCampion.
Upon arrival Public Safety officers
recognized what was a faint smell
of pepper spray. The RA was noti-
fied and the source of the spray was
unable to be identified.
Suspicious Circumstance
At 10:50 p.m, a Public Safety officer
on patrol at the northeast entrance of
Barman heard some loud screaming
in the building. The Public Safety
officer searched the building twice
and did not find any concerns
of any type. The janitorial
persons in the building did




At 3 a.m., Public Safety staffonpatrol
discovered the north pedestrian gate
of Logan Field forced open. Staff
searched the field and did not locate
anyone or any other concerns.
Criminal Trespass
At 8:30 p.m, Public Safety staff on
patrol spotted an individual wandering
through thebike racks in the 11 th and
East Cherry Streetparking garageand
acting suspicious behind a vehicle.
Staffconfronted the person, whocould
not account for his behavior orwhy he
was on campus. The person was found
to have some tools and a knife in his
possession. SPD officers confirmed
the person was a 29-year-old transient
male from Ohio. The person left cam-




At 4:30 a.m., Public Safety staff on
patrol founda transient malein a sleep-
ing bag, amongst the bushes, on the
east side of Hunthausen Hall. Public
Safety staff identified the individual
and escorted the person from campus
after issuing a trespass warning.
Auto Prowl
At 10:20 a.m., a student reported
he parked and locked his vehicle in
the 14th and East Cherry parking
garage at 6 a.m. He returned at 8
a.m. to find that, his backpack with
a laptop computer missing
and his vehicle locked. No signs of
forced entry were found. A citizen
reported to Public Safety at about
10:25 a.m. that she found a backpack
with the student's ID, but no laptop
computer.
Hit and Run
At 11:45 a.m., a studentreported that
he parked his vehicle at 9:30 a.m. the
previous morning in the Broadway
and East Columbia parking garage.
When he returned at 7:30 p.m, he
found someone had struck the front
grill and hood ofhis vehicle.
Saturday, Feb. 26
Suspicious Circumstance
At 7:45 a.m., Public Safety staff on
patrol discovered a grocery bag in the
11th and East Cherry Street parking
garage stairwell, which contained
clothing, toys, eating utensils and an
opened bottle of Tequila. All items
were processed and the alcohol was
poured down the drain.
Malicious Mischief
At 8 a.m., Public Safety staffonpatrol
found graffiti, inblue ink, on the north
wall ofthe Seaport Building. The graf-
fiti was reported to Facilities office.
Safety Assist
JX At 2 p.m., Public Safety staff
"a
* J on patrol recovered an un-ay capped syringe on the sidewalk
adjacent to the Seaport recycling
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SUE NAEF SCHOLARSHIPS
APPLICATION DEADLINE: 11 APRIL
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE: OFFICES OF THE DEANS,
STUDENT DEVELOPMENT, & HONORS PROGRAM
The Sue Naef Scholarship is awarded to upper level undergraduate students of
Seattle University who have demonstrated excellence in academics and a
commitment to service and leadership.
QUALIFICATIONS:
• 90 credit hours completed at Seattle University by fall quarter 2005. Transfer
and AP credits not included in total.
• Cumulative Seattle University GPA of 3.40 or above
• Full-time (45 credits) Seattle University enrolment during year ofaward
• Not enrolled in College ofS&E (for whom Bannan Scholarship Program serves
similar purposes) nor recipient ofSullivan Scholarship
BENEFITS:
• Need based scholarship grant
• $900 Seattle University Bookstore allowance
• Participation in group activities during award year
Questions: Ask an advisor or faculty member or contact David Madsen, Moderator, in
person (Casey 413), by phone 296-6938, or e-mail dmadsen@seattleu.edu
FEATURES
Professors highlight the benefits ofknowing a second language
Bonnie llsueh
Guest Writer
Do you want to increase your chance for success?
How can your college education make you more compe-
tent?
A four-year college education is never a waste. You
can actually acquire one of the most valuable skills for
your future career: learning a second language!
Professor Robert Efird in the Anthropology Depart-
ment offered a different perspective about the path to
success.
"I think people are too worriedabout jobsthey are
going to get after college. I think a lot of times, your ma-
jors, or what you do as an undergraduate don't really have
much to do with your future career," he said.
"I think college is a good chance to explore a lot of
different things. But if there's one skill thatpeople can
learn as an undergraduate, in a way that is very difficult to
learnafter you graduate, it's learning another language," he
added.
Learning a second language, in fact, brings you
a huge advantage, which many Americans often fail to
recognize.
"Because I speak Japanese and Chinese, I have ac-
cess to more information about Japanese culture and Chi-
nese culture. That's what lam teaching...So lam not just
basing my information on English sources. That improves
my knowledge; that gives value, adds value to what I can
give to my students," Efird, who specializes in Japanese
and Chinese cultures, said explaining how learning a sec-
ond language helps him interact with his students.
Professor Therese Caouette in the Communication
Department agrees. For her, having second language skills
does enhance her teaching in class.
"Maybe you can share your stories and your experi-
ences in a little more depth because you know the context
by knowing the second language. When you tell them
about the situations and what's going on, students have a
deeper sense ofhow people are feeling. If I just read the
newspaper article, it doesn't have so much emotion," she
said.
Knowing a second language also helps learn the
culture. Professor Marc McLeod of the History Depart-
ment said, "Learning the language [Spanish] has helped
me to understand much better the history ofLatin America,
which I study and teach, and to much better understand
contemporary Latin America, people who live there and
the cultural practices."
"Language, ofcourse, is essential to culture. Without
understanding a language, I think it's impossible to really
understand the way people think, the way people act, [and]
the ways of life of a given people if you can't understand
to some degree, at least, how they communicate," McLeod
said.
Caouette, who has worked in the field of human
rights in Southeast and Central Asia for more than 20
years, gave an example in Thai, the word 'Graeng Jai',
to illustrate how learning another language promotes her
understanding of the culture.
'"Graeng Jai' means that you have to be able to think
of the other person without saying anything. I think about
you before myself; I try to put you before me.. .1 try to
figure out the way without words thatperson is content,
happy," Caouette said.
"It's hard to understand this wordbecause we don't
have this word in English. But the whole society and the
whole way of moving around in Thai culture revolve
around this word. Without understanding those kinds
of words, I think you are missing a lot of culture," she
continued. Being able to speak another language increases
cultural sensitivity and allows you to understand concepts
not included in English.
For Caouette, being able to speak a second language
has changed the way she sees life.
"I think the most important thing is, when I learned
the second language, I realized people see things differ-
ently. They think about things differently than we do," she
said.
"When you really use it, you see that the joking is
different; the thinking and how they express their feelings
are quite different. There are many jokes you can't trans-
late. The way of thinking about things are very different.
I think you just appreciate that people think about things
very differently.And before starting to use the second lan-
guage, you never really realize that," she added.
Languages reflect cultural ideas. By communicat-
ing in another language, you realize that people in another
culture value different things.
Efird, who has always been fascinated by languages,
had a similar point. "It really expands not just your ability
to express things, but your ability to think things as well.
Because language isn't just a tool, a reflection ofwhat you
want to say, it also helps you see things that you might not
otherwise see."
"If there's a word for a color, for example, in one
language that doesn't exist in another language, you might
be able to perceive that color whereas with your own lim-
ited language, you might not even notice it's there," Efird
said.
"But by learning another language, you can work
to break down those limitations and kind of broaden your
experience ofwhat's thinkable, what people can feel," he
said. Being able to use another language opens up a whole
new perspective to look at the world; it offers you another
life philosophy and broadens your vision.
But knowing another language also helps us learn
more about ourselves. As McLeod pointed out, "Learning
a language, even ifwe don't use it on a daily basis, or we
don't apply it to our careers, I think it really informs who
we are and how we think."
"Learning another language makes us aware of the
fact that there are other countries out there, there are other
cultures, there are people who might think differently, and
also at the same time, similarly. It helps us in a compared
sense to really understand who we are and I think it's really
important," McLeod said.
In a globalized world, knowing English is a useful
tool to travel and communicate with many people around
the world. But McLeod, who has devoted much of his pas-
sions to Latin American Studies, mentioned how Ameri-
cans are often times portrayed in Latin American cultures.
"The United States does have a reputation. In Latin
America, many people would look at the citizens of the
United States and say that they are very provincial, close-
minded, that they are kind of more narrow in their views,"
he said.
"Americans have a certain sense of conceit; mean-
ing that theAmerican way is the only way and it's the best
way. Latin Americans then criticize people in the United
States for not being able to communicate in a second
language. That kind of demonstrates this more narrow
mindedness or provincialism," McLeod added.
A joke in Spanish may further explain this percep-
tion ofAmericans. Professor McLeod translated this joke
to English: "What do you call somebody who speaks two
languages? Bilingual. What do you call somebody who
speaks three languages? Trilingual. Well, what do you call
somebody who speaks only one language then? Someone
from the United States."
Learning a second language can help challenge this
stigma; it may also improve your writing. Civil and Envi-
ronmental Engineering Professor Nirmala Gnanapragasam
of Sri Lanka, is not a native English speaker.
Now in her 13 years of teaching experience at SU,
she observed that "As native speakers, you don't really
learn your language because it's your mother tongue.
Sometimes your written English is just like the way you
speak. You are writing slang."
Feeling lucky to have grown up in Colombo, the
capital of Sri Lanka, Gnanapragasamhad been heavily
exposed to English since a very young age. This undoubt-
edly helped her learn English and also later helped her feel
more comfortable in an English-speaking environment
when she studied in Chicago.
"One thing that made me extremely grateful to my
parents and even to my country, is the emphasis on the
importance of English,"
Speaking a second language is not just essential to
understanding other cultures. It is also a concrete skill. It
has a very practical and competitive advantage for one's
career.
Knowing a second language also shows your capac-
ity to learn other languages. Caouette has benefited from
her second language skills. Now, ifshe wants to work for
the United Nations, or other international organizations,
she says that having second language skills proves her abil-
ity to learn a third language.
"They know that I can and I have the skills to learn
the language, that I will try to speak the language and I will
learn it. If you never leam a second language, I think you
never really have confidence in yourself. And other people
don't have the way to know that you are willing and you
can do it," she said.
Yet, learning a second language is not an easy task.
Speaking in a second language can be especially scary.
Although these professors all have good second language
skills, they too understand the difficulty of learning a
second language and overcoming the fear of speaking in
public.
But there is never a shortcut in mastering a language.
The only way to get rid of fear is to practice, practice and
practice. "We, as Americans," pointed out Caouette, "are
very lucky to have immigrants from all over the world.We
have access to many languages through schools, newspa-
pers and people. It's relatively easy to find people to learn
and practice another language in the States."
Fortunately, students at SU can take language
courses in seven different languages, including Spanish,
Chinese, German, Japanese, French, Latin and Italian.
Efird suggested that students acquire some language
foundation in the United States, and then use the opportu-
nities offeredby the school to study abroad. It will not only
enhance your language proficiency, but also enrich your
life.
When studying abroad, start small. Practice with lo-
cal people when you go to shops or markets. Most impor-
tantly, get away from other English speakers.
Efird also recommended that "The best way to learn
a second language is by figuring out something, some sort
ofhobby, interest, sport or activity, that you can do with
people there, that doesn'trequire a high level of language
skills."
"To use my example of being in a band in China; if
my conversation with my Chinese friends was limited at
first, we both had something else to focus on. So I encour-
age people who go abroad to learn the foreign language to
have something like that, something that they could use as
a bridge until their language gets up to speed," Efird said.
Being able to speak a second language has many
benefits! It's a key to other cultures, to career success and
to a whole new life. It's challenging, but certainly worth
doing. More importantly, it's never too late to develop sec-
ond language skills especially whileyou're still in college.
Start now and connect with other parts of the world.
"Without understanding a lan-
guage, I think it's impossible to
really understand the way people
think, the way people act."
History Professor Marc McLeod
Photo by Joey Anchondo
Communication Professor Therese Caou-
ette speaks Thai.
Photo by Joey Anchondo
Professor Robert Efird of the Anthropol-




Hunting for good ghost stories
Megan Peter
Staff Writer
This question is usually heard near
Halloween or while sitting around a
campfire, but a good ghost story can be told
at anytime. So, what makes a good ghost
story?
Besides the usual ideas of suspense
and surprise, the location ofwhere the story
takes place is most important. The closer
you are to where the tale takes place the
scarier it will be.
For those who love scary tales,
Seattle is a great place to be. There are
numerous tales that send chills down the
spine. Many have heard of the ghosts that
haunt Pike Place Market including a Native
American woman who walks around the
shops after closing hours. There is also the
tale of a young boy who bounces a ball and
plays with the toys in various shops.
There is another story ofa woman
who haunts the Harvard Exit Theatre on
Broadway, where her women's club used to
meet. There have even been reports of the
furniture being rearranged after the theatre
had closed at night.
The South Annex of Seattle Central
Community College, on Pike and Broad-
way, was once an art school. A student who
had committed suicide reportedly haunted
the building. People had heard footsteps
and felt as though someone was watching
them. But once the art school was taken
over by the college, the hauntings ceased.
Like most universities, we also have
our own haunted spots on campus. Ifyou
have not heard of any ghost stories you
are not alone, many people have not heard
them.
But if you listen closely many people
have had numerous experiences or at least
heard of some. Like all ghost stories they
usually happen to a friend of a friend, but
they make good tales nonetheless.
Most ghost stories originate from
Campion, which leads to a large amount of
speculation as to the history of the build-
ing. The biggest rumor is that Campion was
once a mental institution, and although it
would definitely spice up Seattle Universi-
ty's history, it is not true.
According to the Seattle University
website, the dorm building was built from
the ground up, and it was something that
ended up being a costly mistake for the
school at the time. However that does not
mean that the imagination cannot wander.
Many ghostly activities which many
people have experienced include, hearing
people outside their doors when no one is
around, feeling as though someone is sit-
ting next to them on their beds and unex-
plainable noises.
There is a rumor about a girl who
committed suicide in the girl's bathroom on
the third floor of Campion and continues
to haunt the floor. Public Safety has not
commented on whether the suicide rumor
is true.
However, MonicaRhodes, sopho-
more psychology major, and her roommate
who live on the third floor have experi-
enced ghostly activity in their room and on
the hall.
"In the beginning of this quarter it
sounded like someone in the room above us
was throwing stuff around, dropping bowl-
ing balls and dragging things across the
floor. A friend and I went upstairs, knocked
and found out that no one lived above us,"
said Rhodes.
"People live above us now and oc-
casionally I'll hear similar noises and I'll
go up and ask what they are doing and they
are justplaying video games."
Once at the beginning of the school
year a book randomly fell off of Rhodes'
bookshelf. She along with other people on
the floor has heard a clicking noise near the
mirror, but she just believes that it is the
light.
"All of the time in the hall it will
sound like someone is running up and
down the hall and I will go out and no one
will be there. My roommate gets up early,
like at 6 a.m., and no other girls on the
floor are up, and she will go into the bath-
room and the showers will be turned on,"
Rhodes said.
There are many little tidbits of stories
that people are not sure where they have
originated from, so they are mostly hearsay.
One of these is about a girl last year who
had been able to see the volume control
of her stereo move up and down all on its
own.
Another story involves a girl who had
gone to the bathroom in the middle of the
night and remembers shutting her door, but
when she returned to her room only min-
utes later, the door was open a bit. Upon
walking into her room she sees another
girl standing in the room and suddenly it
appears as though the girl jumps through
the window.
So ifyou hear an odd noise that can-
not be explained or ifyou think you saw
something out of the corner of your eye,
don't think that it is just your mindplaying
tricks on you. Who knows, maybe you
could have your own ghost story.
Students offer insights to their study habits
Adrienne Hawley
Guest Writer
It was a long night, so Brandon Barlow and his
friend decided to dress up as a pimp and a drag queen.
The reason for theirpeculiar attire was that a few
days before Halloween they were having trouble finish-
ing all their homework. They thought thatbeing in their
costumes would help them finish studying.
Not every student dresses in a costume in order to
study. However, many students face long hours ofhome-
work each day.
How then do students manage to accomplish this
feat?
An important feature for any successful study ses-
sion is where to study. The environment a person chooses
can either help or distract their efforts. Bronwyn Watson,
sophomore drama major, chooses to study in the seclusion
of her dormroom. "I can't really study around lots of people; I get dis-tracted," Watson said. She also requires complete silence
when she studies.
The seclusion of personal bedrooms provides privacy
and can usually be a good work environment for some.
However, there are also public areas on campus for study.
These get people away from distractions they might face in
their residence.
Doran Ingalls, sophomore finance major, studies
in the basement ofBellarmine because of the silence. He
also likes the computer lab because there are no computer
games. Otherwise, on his computer, he faces the temptation
to play games.
However, Barlow does not feel the campus is very
accommodating for study time.
He thinks the University "needs places with less
noise." He suggested soundproof windows with bean bag
chairs.
For her part, Christina Forbes, junior communica-
tions major, says that she "has to have lots of light," where
she spends her time doing homework.
People have many differentstudying techniques.
For example, Ingalls and Watson require complete si-
lence, while others like Forbes need to have music to feel
inspired.
Some classes encourage study groups. However, do
students think these groups are beneficial to earn a good
grade? Working together in groups to learn material for
class is good in the views ofForbes and Ingalls.
However, to get the full impact of a study group,
they said they needed to study alone first. That way, go-
ing to a study group is reiterating what they have already
learned.
Some people have strange studying habits; like hav-
ing to listen to music while doing homework. Others have
picky, little behaviors that allowed themto complete their
homework such as making sure their room is clean.
Forbes says she always makes a healthy snack and
keeps it near by. So while working, she has wholesome
food withinreach.
Watson can be found studying with her legs on her
desk or bed. Along with that, she enjoys humming or mak-
ing some sort of noise.
Most students have come across the predicament
ofprocrastination. They avoid homework for instance
through music, television or the Internet. Ingalls says he
won't study ifhe is not in the mood.
He has done "an all-nighter, but get absolutely zero
things done," Ingalls said.
Watson has faced procrastination as well.
"I just don't do stuff until I have to," she said.
If you are facing procrastination and all the horrible
side effects it entails; here are some study tips that the
Photo by William Hurd
Christina Forbes, junior communication
studies major, needs to have lots of light
in order to study.
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"I can't really study around lots
of people; I get distracted."
Bronwyn Watson, sophomore drama
MAJOR
Learning Center has prepared
Rr to help you:
1. Select an observable,
specific goal.
2. Decide whether you want to choose to work
toward this goal.
3. Break the task down into smaller segments and
set a specific time to do each part.
4. Optimize your chances of success (anticipate
problems and avoid them; for example, study in the library
if you might watch TV at home).
5. Visualize reaching your goal.
The Learning Center has one-on-one consultations
to help improve your study skills. They teach methods to
maximize time and the demands of classes.
"Come in and learn how to read more effectively














Establishing a winning tradition was one of
their goals since the onset of this season and
despite the inevitability of a loosing record,
the men's basketball team has undoubtedly
proved they are better than three of their
conference rivals.
Two road victories last week over Saint
Martin's (5-12, 8-18) and Central Washing-
ton (6-11, 10-16), have given the Redhawks
(6-10, 11-14) their first road sweep since the
formation of the GNAC four years ago.
Through a holistic offensive effort they
scored over 100 points for the second time
this season. In the 101-90 win over the Cen-
tral Washington Wildcats, four players scored
in doublefigures.
Junior guard Bernard Seals led the team
witha game high 33 points on 12-26shooting
and added eight three-pointers.
Senior guard Bim Makinde contributed
his own 19points, seven rebounds, and three
assists, while sophomore point guard Ryan
Webb tossed up 11 points and five assists.
"We justplayed our style ofbasketball and
really brought the game to the opponents
instead ofplaying their style ofbasketball,"
Ksaid after practice on Wednesday.Redhawks especially pulled away incond half, out scoring the Wildcatsby shooting 57.6 percent comparedHJ's 38.9 percent.
Junior forward JeffMcDaniel picked up
a game high nine rebounds, while handing
offfive assists and scoring eight points. Off
the bench, freshman forward Ryan Coldren
provided a strong performance with his nine
points and four boards.
Junior Guard Sean Namanny scored
double digits coming off 5-for-lO from the
The team will attempt to repeat this crisp
shooting again this week when they close
lie season. On Wednesday, Mar. 2 thepracticed lightly in anticipation for this's games against the top-two teams ininference.Thursday they play first place Westernington (12-4, 20-5) before the cross-season finale against Seattle Pacific(11-5, 19-7).
Seals said the team practiced
their set plays with some light
shooting drills while they pre-
pared their offense against their
opponents' defenses. Both games
begin a 7 p.m. and will be in the
Connolly Center.
Winning the two games on the
road has fueled the team's spirit.
After practice they seemed re-
laxed as they joked around in the
hallway between the court and the
locker room.
In addition to establishing their
first road sweep after beating the
Wildcats, the win also marked the
men's third season sweep. Twice
this year, they beat Humboldt
State, Central Washington, and
Saint Martin's.
"It's real important. I guessbe-
fore we never had a road sweep or
we've never had a home GNAC
sweep, so I think it's establishing
something for teams to come,
goals that we're trying to set for
next year and year's after that,"
Before beating Central, the
Redhawks faced a struggling
Saint Martin's team that had
a seven-game loosing streak.
The men stepped on the court
with a similar goal, they had
their own two-game loosing
streak and had lost four of
their last five.
Both teams started the
game with impressive de-
fense. Saint Martin's out
scored the Redhawks 32-27
by forcing 12 turnovers and
nabbing six steals.But things
turned around in the second
half.
Once the Redhawks gained
the lead they never sur-
rendered it. They put up 52
second-halfpoints hitting 60
percent of their shots. Plus,




the Saints 35-29, with Seals,
McDaniel and Namanny
bringing down six a piece.
Namanny, Makinde and
Seals finished the game in
doublefigures and McDaniel
just missed it with his nine
points.
Seals led the team with 21
points, scoring 15 of them
in the second half. He also
improved his average to 20.8
ppg, moving himinto second
place, behind senior guard
Brad Oleson of University
ofAlaska, Fairbanks.
For his noteworthy accom-
plishments and the teams' re-
markable success, Seals was
named GNAC Co-Player of
the Week.
He becomes the second
Redhawk to earn that honor.
Bim Makinde earned the
award for the week that
ended Jan. 29.
Photo by Kyle Smith
Junior forward Jeff McDaniel has per-
formed well in the paint this season
against the Wildcats.
Photo by Kyle Smith
The Redhawks beat CWU for the second time this
season last Saturday, Feb. 26. Pictured here, dur-
ing a home game earlier this season, junior guard
Bernard Seals holds the ball at the perimeter.
GNAC
Men's notes
• The win over SMC and CWU leave the Redhawks with three season sweeps
this year. Theybeat HSU twice as well.
• Seattle had only swept one GNAC opponent in its first four years It has now
swept a total of four.
Women's notes
• The loss to CWU on Saturday removes any chance of matching or improving
last year's 6-12 record.
• Their five home conference wins does match last year's home record of 5-4.





Men's Standings CONFERENCE OVERALL
W-L Pet GB W-L Pet Strk
Western Washington 12-4 .750 - 20.5 .800 W2
Seattle Pacific 11-5 .688 1 19-7 .731 Wl
Alaska Fairbanks 11-5 .688 1 17-8 .680 LI
Northwest Nazarene 9-7 .563 3 15-10 .600 Wl
Western Oregon 9-7 .563 3 15-10 .600 L2
Humboldt State 7-9 .438 5 15-10 .600 LI
Seattle U. 6-10 .375 6 11-14 .440 W2
Central Washington 6-11 .353 6.5 10-16 .385 LI
Alaska Anchorage 5-11 .313 7 11-14 .440 Wl
Saint Martin's 5-12 .299 7.5 8-18 .308 L9
Men's Individual Leaders
Scoring cl G FG 3FG t Pts 10
Brad Oleson - UAF Sγ 16 138 54 90 420 26.3
BernardSeals - SU Jr 16 116 48 52 332 20.8
Ryan Diggs - WWU Jr 14 93 17 86 289 206
Niko Nunogd»a - SMC Jr 16 119 S 57 300 18.8
Lance Den Boer - CWU So 15 89 45 52 275 18.3
Rebounding ci o off def tot Avg/G
Jason Olivers - SPU Jr 16 51 119 170 106
Kevin Johnson - HSU So 16 55 110 165 10.1
Kyle Boast - CWU Sγ 17 47 110 151 ■) 2
Mesul Ademoglu - NNU Jr 16 42 97 139 8.7
Tyler Aniaya - WWU Jr 16 25 113 138 8.6
Assists cl G Assisls Ave/G
Luke Cooper - UAA Fr 16 91 5 69
Jabbai Grey - SMC Sr 16 84 . 5 25
Ryan Webb -SU So 14 67 4.79
Jeremiah Ward - HSU So 16 73 4 56
Kyle Jackson-WWU Jr 16 70 4 38
Women's Standings CONFERENCE OVERALL
W-L Pet GB W-L Pet Strk
Seattle Pacific 15-1 .938 - 23-2 .920 W4
Western Washington 14-3 .824 1.5 22-4 .846 LI
Saint Martin's 13-3 .813 2 19-6 .760 W3
Alaska Fairbanks 9-7 .563 5.5 13-12 .520 LI
Central Washington 8-8 .500 7 15-10 .600 Wl
Humboldt State 8-8 .500 7 11-14 .440 W5
Alaska Anchorage 4-12 .250 11 9-16 .360 L2
Northwest Nazarene 4-12 .250 11 8-17 .320 Wl
Seattle U. 4-13 .235 11.5 9-17 .346 L3
WestemOregon 2-14 .125 13 5-20 .200 L4
Women's Individual Leaders
Scoring cl G ' PC 3FG FT Pts Avg/G
Cody Burgess - UAF Sr 16 108 6 117 339 212
Adricnnc Talaak - UAF Sr 14 94 37 52 277 19.8
Martina Kanikova - SMC Sr 16 108 14 51 281 176
Nicole Lynch - HSU Jr 16 84 39 48 255 15.9
Beth Laylon - SMC Jr 16 84 39 48 255 159
14. Kristen Connolly - SU Sr IS 70 22 20 182 12.1
Rebounding cl G 0FF DEF T0T AVG
Carli Smith - SRI Jr 16 65 107 172 10.8
Jenna Washington ■ HSU Jr 16 25 120 145 9.1
Shannon Talboll - WOU Sr 16 34 111 145 91
Martina Kanikova - SMC Sr 16 45 98 143 8.9
JodiGerald-WWU Sr 17 43 107 ISO 8.8
13.Laina Sobczak Fr 16 40 53 93 5.8
Assists cl G Assisls Av&°
Denisha McCoy - HSU Sr 16 76 4 75
Michelle Laski - WOU Jr 16 75 4.69
Valerie Hartman - UAF Jr 16 69 4.31
Christa Wilson - UAA Jr 15 64 4 27
Samantha Hubbard • WWU Jr 17 66 3.88




Sevenfreshmen commence their collegiate
performance this year for a team that finished
second in the conference and third in the
region last year.
The women's Softball team will begin
playing this weekend in Richland, Wash., in
the Central Washington InvitationalTourna-
lit. The freshmen join four sophomores,juniors and three seniors.i order to improve on last year's surpris--19-5 conference and 27-19 overallrecord,team must first overcome the loss ofnine
seniors. The team veterans, however, are
Kmistic about the teammates that haveiced them.Dverall we have a lot ofathletic talent onyear's team and if we can overcome ourth nexperience, we will make a strong
run at the GNAC title," head coach Dan
Powers said.
Capturing the GNAC title will require
the team to come together for big games,
especially since opposing teams view the
Redhawks as the team to beat this year.
Apivotal element for this team is the pitch-
ing staff. Two out of three of the pitchers are
freshmen, who came far from home to play
Erin Kemper, who pitched for eight wins
last year, is the returning pitcher. She will
work with freshmen Erin Martin, from
Valencia, Calif, and Katie Rojano, from
San Dimas, Calif.
"All three compliment each other well
and will be able to mix it up against our
opponents," Powers said.
Aside from their athletic ability, the
Californian freshmen also have a very
experienced catcher to help bring them
up to speed.
Senior catcher Krystal Duncan is a
two-time All-GNAC behind the plate
and was named to the Far West Regional
tournament team last year. She batted
.294 last year, with 10 RBl's and a .395
on-base percentage.
Returning captains Liz Meyer and
Marjalena Santos are confident that with
Duncan's experience and the compatibil-
ity of the pitching staff, everything will
come together.
"We're pretty young, but I think there's
a good chance we could do better than
last year," said Meyer, a two time Ail-
As well as finishing second in the con-
ference last year, the teamalso placed third in
the region and earned an NCAA tournament














year, the team is
up against tough
competition, es-




"We will get a
goodidea ofhow
the season will
pan out," said Santos of the CWU Invitational
tournament, "we have a lot of determined
Bird working girls who are ready for thei to kick off."tos plays centerfield and hit .348 last
NEW TEAM MEMBERS STEP UP TO THE PLATE HOPING TO
IMPROVE LAST YEAR'S INCREDIBLE SEASON
year. Meyer hit .374 and the two will lead






lead the team offen-
sively. Niles led the
team in runs batted
in, finishing last year
with 30.
Freshman Jane
Purdy will also see
time in the batting
lineup.
Guerrero will start










Marek will share time with freshman Lindsey
Aucutt at third base.
"Having experienced our success last year,
we look to continue where we left off," said
Senior outfielder Stephanie
Stone hustles to first on an in-
field grounder.
Photos byWilliam Hurd
Sophomore infielder Kelli Marek reacts to a ground ball at first







President'sDay weekend was marked with
personal victory for the Redhawks indoor
track team. Traveling to Nampa, Idaho, Se-
attle University participated in the GNAC
Indoor Track and Field Championships at the
Idaho Center Sports Complex.
Despite failing to place very high as a team,
individual performances were celebrated.
"It's difficult to have an indoor track
championship withsuch a young, small team.
We've only had an outdoor program for three
years and indoor for only two," Coach Paula
Montgomery said.
"[We as a team] focus more onoutdoor than
indoor track. I don'tplace too much emphasis
on overall points at these meets, individual
performances are more important."
Alana Garcia highlighted the trip with her
astounding performance, placing second in
the women's 5,000 meter run. As defending
champion in the GNAC National Champi-
onships, she held her own and managed to
complete the race well under the previous
records for that meet.
Leading the women, were Katie Archam-
bault's performance in the 400 and Charisse
Arce's tenth place finish in the 800. Lydia
Lauer, Archambault, Garciaand Arce placed
fifth in the distance medley relay race.
Holly Bueb, Juliet Agne, Patricia Ramos
and Sarah Brundidge caipp in seventh in the
4x400 relay race.
The top performances of the weekend
for the men included Nick Shekeryk who
came in ninth in the shot put. Todd Nishida
was seventh in the 400, and the relay team
including Richard Franck, Nathan Heitzinger.
Faruk Punjani and Michael Hughes in came
seventh.
"I felt like I did pretty well," said Shekeryk,
the school record holder for the shot put.
"It's my first year going out for track and
field so I don't really know what I'm doing
yet, but I'm learning. It has been a lot of fun
so far."
Shekeryk's luck as a first-time track athlete
is no exception according to his coach.
"I'd say about 98 percent of our track
team is walk on," said Montgomery. "These
athletes show great potential in the years
to come. Individual improvement is very
important."
"It was a great experience," said Lucas
Franco, who set a personal record at the
meet.
"I was really happy with my PR. Our team
is showing a lot ofpotential, throughout were
hints ofgreatness."
Faruk Punjani stood out this weekend,
showing his consistency and talent in the
men's 200 meters. He finished a personal
best of 22.90 seconds, which earned him a
third place finish.
"Conference is the meet that really counts,"
Punjani said.
"We work really hard in practice and prior
meets for this one weekend. There is more
pressure to run faster and compete well, but
that is what drives me. Coming out of it with
good results and positive attitudes, and this
is the momentum leading into the outdoor
track season."
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Battle of the Bands
"ReadytoRock"
Tamara Shkurkin
Arts & Entertainment Editor
Last Friday night the Campion ballroom,
instead of the usual joke-cracking Jesuits and
Bon appetit catering, was packed with sweaty
adolescents, glow sticks and guitars. The
event, this years "Ready to Rock" themed
Battle of the Bands, offered a cross-section
of on-campus bands and performers with a
wide range of skill levels. Eight bands in
three hours was an ambitious task for SEAC
organizers. In order to stay on schedule each
band was given 10 minutes to perform with
a shot-clock counting down the time of each
act. Free food was a definite highlight of the
■g, with SEAC providing indulgentispy treats, fruit snacks, cookies and
ges to keep concert-goers hunger at
bay.
Winning first place in the battle was solo
artist Suzanne Hailey. The Champagne of
Bands came in second and Spook the Horse
took the third place award. SEAC addition-
lauctionedIauctioned off two guitars to lucky audi-members, in addition to showering the'd with free t-shirts and movie promo-il items. Whoever made the "Ready toc" banner deserves recognition, for theused was mass heavy metal and a work"aphic design genius.
The opening band "Lights, Camera,
Action," was very enthusiastic, with very
forceful vocals and animated guitars. Play-
ing within a comfortable genreofalternative
rock verging on more punk stylings, there
was nothing particularly distinctive about
theirmusic though their stage presence was
commendable.
The next performance, an acoustic effort
by the groupPeterhouse, involved two young
men with dueting and harmonizing vocals
and guitars. It is hard for me to feel excited
about watching a performance when those
entertaining are sitting while on stage, so this
may have overshadowed my impression of
the music. The singing was fairly right on,
though the lyrics needed some work. The
line "I'm not ready to die, Mama there's a
hole in the sky" seemed a bit off, though the
duo in the end produced an overall adequate
effort. The violin player of the third band,
ToNew Beginnings, stood out from the very
male dominated musicianship of
■ the previous bands. The lyrics were
■ decidedly juvenile, with the subject
■of the first song about an unattain-
■able girl that the song writer thought
■was attractive, and then realized that
■she was just "fool's gold." Another
■was about "hanging in your room,"
■a phrase I don't think should ever
■be sung. The general result of pair-
Bing the violin with a guitar was notPunpleasant to listen to, though the
melodies tended a

































band members all wearing
tight suits produced a sort
of over-stimulation of the
senses, though the crowd
seemed to like it. Although
Imust comment that theact
of clapping over your head
really has no place at an
event like this and really is
a bad idea in general unless
one is at a family function
such as a Bat Mitzvah.
Overall The Champagne
of Bands produced a very
VW commercial-ish effort,
obviously appealing to their
target market.
After the intermission
Milk and Honey kicked
off the second half of the
battle. A little bit of Dave
paired with a little Oasis
style vocals, thisband came
across as a worthy medley of pas-
sionate crescendos of angst-ridden
melodies. Their set began with a
littlebit of jamming by charismatic
front man Ben Sellon, so popular
in fact, that I heard there is a Ben
Sellon fan club group on Facebook.
The upright bass was awesome, and
helped distinguish the bands sound
from my original idea of theirmusic
as a mid-90s Seattle Alt-Rock type
Battle of the Bands winner Suzanne Hailey
played next, a strongsinger with lots ofmoxie
for making this her first public appearance.
There was some definite Jewel and Ashlee
Simpson channeling occurring during her
set, though thankfully the audience was
spared any Ryan Cabrerra or French maid
references. What could have easily turned
into an excessive display of female emot-
ing instead stayed at an enjoyable level of
appropriate insight into this young woman's
life, and I definitely agree with the Judges
on their decision to award this artist with
the honor of first place. Third place winners
and the most professional sounding of all
the bands was the second to last band Spook
the Horse. The lead singer, definitely in the
top five on Seattle University's best dressed
list, displayed, during the performance, his
fondness for raw Stooges-era Iggy Pop vocal
stylings. The evening theme of aggressive
male tambourine playing thankfully was
kept alive during the Spook the Horse set,
and helped induce a positive reaction from
«i already worked up audience.Closing out the show were crowd favoritese Uptowns, whose introductionby 8.0.8.
orgainzers summed up their performance
perfectly. "Warning, warning, warning, the
Uptowns" was quite appropriate in order to
inform the audience of the chaos that was
soon to come. The Uptowns played a very
specific Fat Wreckcords-style blend ofpunk
and ska that quickly got the crowd going into
a moshing, skanking frenzy. Personally, I
though ska ended about the time I left junior
high, but it seemed quite alive and happening
at SU. Even the 8.0.8. mascot head got in on
the 15 people plus mosh/skank medley. The
band was fairly tight in their sound, though I
must say the wearing of long shorts on stage
is always a bad idea, especially ifyou are at-
tempting to be punk rock as all hell.
The evening ended with the raffling off of
two guitars and the distributionofawards. A
tearful Suzanne Hailey gave a quick thanks
to all her supporters, a few bands said a few
words, and the sweaty masses filed out of the
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"The Champagne of Bands"













The SpectatorRecommends 'Dirty Dancing ,:
An Intellectually Essential Classic of Cinema
Molly Layman
Staff Writer
"Was that yourstomach that justgrowled?"
"No, it was my eyes. I've got hungryeyes..."
Brilliant. What? Admittedly, it is a dialogue
not readily understood by all. It is an ex-
change only the most select intellectuals
can engage in; MENSA can't touch it. How-
ever, the pursuit ofhappiness necessitates its
Jomprehension.In much the same way that.atin heightens the understanding of mostinguages, understanding the references fromie movie "Dirty Dancing" are essential ineightening the intellectual experience offe. It is a staple of life essentials.Thoughne viewing of the ground-breaking movie,Dirty Dancing" clearly illustrates its clas-ification as "life's blood," one may first
eed a briefintroduction - an abstract ifyou
will - to soften the transition in to
the mind-blowing experience that is
"Dirty Dancing."
The movie is composed of a
soundtrack of 60s gems, including
thePhil Spectorproduced "Ronettes,"
singing "Be My Baby," as well as
some more contemporary additions
that include the love ballad "Hungry
Eyes" and the vocal stylings ofPatrick
Swayze. One may be quick to assume
that Patrick Swayze cannot sing, but
with the addition ofa thundering rain-
storm, a violent break-in and peel out
of a classic Chevy, the song, "She's
Like the Wind," becomes a passion-
ate dedication to the forbidden love
between a spoiled, doctor's daughter
gaining her independence, and a man
from "the wrong side of the tracks"
scraping by the best that he can, but re-
alizing he can not continue to exist on
his own. This song is one of countless
examples of staggering intellect.
What would a movie be without a
consideration of costuming - the liv-
ing metaphor of our own self-defined
identity? This movie meets the task.
Though most of the characters have a
classic country club style of the 60s the
rebellious dancers carry the couture.
The designers could have stopped with
the mesmerizing, shiny gold shoes, but
Courtesy of Amazon com m' s was no* me conclusion. Still, con-
sidering that shoes and feet are often an
aspect of life that is often ignored by many,
the shoes in this movie exist as a symbolic
lesson and philosophical experiment: appre-
ciate the smaller experiences in life.
Finally, the plot is thoroughly engaging.
A recent college graduate, "Daddy's girl,"
nicknamed "Baby," played by Jennifer Grey
- pre-nose job - is forced to spend a sum-
mer with the family at a rural country club
resort. Though her sister is quick to embrace
the date set-ups pressed uponby her parents,
Baby remains uninterested. At first, amidst
structured schedules of tennis lessons and
desperate trophy wives with too much time
and money, Baby's summer seems as though
it will be a disaster of the over privileged,
but her world is quickly turned upside-down
when she begins taking dance lessons and
meets the rebellious dancing staff, includ-
ing the heartthrob Johnny Castle (Patrick
Swayze).
Though the employees are forbidden to
patronize withguests, this rule is quickly bro-
ken when Baby offers to help Penny (Cynthia
Rhodes) and Johnny in a dance competition
after Penny suffers from a botched abortion.
Though Baby's training begins as a comi-
cal experiment, her skills improve and the
dance sequences become stunning displays
of choreographic prowess, meanwhile, the
lines between dancepartner and loverblur as
the "hungry eyes" become ravenous. As the
passion intensifies, the love between Johnny
and Baby becomes a catalyst and founda-
tion for Baby's reach towards independence
from her disapproving father (Jerry Orbach
before "Law and Order"). This struggle for
independence functions as a metaphorical
illustration of the struggle many of us face
as we attempt to escape the invisible Althus-
serian Ideological Apparatus' of instruction -
the tools ofmanipulation andobedience - that
seek to control all experience. By depicting
thesephilosophical struggles of a life within
society the plot is elevated beyond superficial
entertainment.
The film concludes with a choreographed
dance sequence. This performance blends the
previously segregated professional dancing
"entertainment" and the rich guests - act-
ing as a symbolic tribute to the necessity of
integration and understanding. Additionally
this serves to reveal thepolitical message and
Marxism underlying the entire movie: long
before Apartheid was denounced in SouthAf-
rica or theBerlin Wall was removed to create
a unified Germany, this movie illustrated the
necessity ofassimilation between the white-
collar and working classes, the poor and the
rich - an overthrow ofsocial order.
It is this stratification of plot that is often
missed by the casual viewer but this very
complexity allows for subtle instruction.
Thus, through the use of an Orwellian-style
allegory, "Dirty Dancing" provides both a
source of entertainment and a political les-
son - thereby illustrating the genius of the
director. The characters of this movie have a
ravenous hunger, not only for love, but also
for justice. It is an awakening.
The Raveonettes: Emo,
Punk, Pop & Electronic
Megan Peter
Staff Writer
"Love in a trashcan, must be emo," said
a friend of mine as she read one of the titles
from The Raveonettes CD that was on my
desk.
While, having only heard the songs on
this sampler CD and what clips of songs
were available on the website, calling The
Raveonettes emo would be far too limiting
for the band. They are a littlebit emo, a bit
60s pop, some punk rock and littleelectronic
all rolled into one.
"ATouch ofBlack" gives listeners a sample
ofwhat can be expected from the second full
length album "Pretty inBlack," whichwill be
released inApril 2005. In just four songs The
Raveonettes are able to show their versatility
as artists and make a fan out of anyone. The
Raveonettes are a Danish duo consisting of
Sune Rose Wagner and Sarin Foo. -
The band released its first EP "Whip it On"
in early 2002. Later, the EP was namedAl-
bum ofthe Year at the Danish MusicAwards,
the equivalent of the Grammy Awards in
America. It was late in 2003 that the band
released its first full-length album, "Chain
Gang ofLove."
The first two songs, "Love in a Trashcan"
and "I Wanna Be Taken," sound like they
belong in the party scenes ofFrankie and
Annette movies. But it is the link of the gui-
tar driven music and the lyrics that make the
songs a perfect fit for today's times. They are
songs that make you want to get up and dance
and wouldbe great to see live.
"Railroad Tracks" is a slower tune that
showsthe more emo side ofThe Raveonettes.
It sounds completely different than the other
tracks on the CD. There are no computer-
ized sounds, just the guitar and the drums,
with Wagner singing lead vocals and Foo
providing backup. With lines like, "Every
time I stare at the broken glass I feel like
going home to someplace else," you can't
but help but remember a time like that in
your own life.
My favorite track off the CD is their cover
of Buddy Holly's "Everyday." This is the
first time the band has recorded the song,
having played it at their shows many times.
They slowed the song down a bit and added
a computerized background. Foo's soft voice
is the perfect opposite for the electronic back-
ground. Anyone who was a fan of the song
before will definitely love it even more.
While the sampler CD is not being sold, the
song "Love in a Trashcan" is being sold as
a single in the United States through iTunes.
Also, The Raveonettes are currently on tour
and will be making a stop in Seattle on May
7, playing at Neumo's.






A// questions, comments or concerns can be made at Ext. 6050 or catallar@seattleu.edu!
fifini WEEK of the OflE-TO-fIYE! CflfflPfllGfl
uiilh SecitUe Univor/Uy & Seattle Pacific University!
Uniting two compu/e/ lo roi/e money lo /upporl Ihe T/unami Relief
Thi/ week, u/e your ITUDCfIT CfIfIIPUS CfIRD lo donate lo Ihe eou/e cincl
odd your link lo Ihe growing Cllfllfl!
Show your SU SPIRIT and support your fllen's Basketball team:
Saturday, fIIfIRCII 5 @ 7 p.m. Connolly Center
Pre/enled by Student/ for T/unami Relief in conjunction with flllll!
assu's appropriations committee Sharing Stories, Making Meaning:
works to help and serve campus clubs! Reflecting on TENT CITY 3
Check out the latest funding
provided by Appropriations:
A gatheringfor Seattle University
* rue Marketing Club: $420 students, faculty & staff
* American Indians/
Alaskan Natives: $835 Fro M hn 2m 12-1;30p. m.
* MEChA: $1,221.64 rp li T n /-».*• r>
* NSBE- £810 Father Le Roux Conference Room
(Student Center 160)
Contact Duong Truong, VP ofFinance, @
ttuongdl4l@seattleu.edu or any ASSU Reps o . 1 1 1 .jj
of the Appropriations Committee forany StmPle lunchPrided.
questions, comments or concerns. Please RS VP to tentcity(a),seattleu. edu
fCT ini§t§ for hi fc Unrted niiP ino eiub Presents...
Barrio Fiesla 1005
sally Winn "Sirhp ng Kaluluwa: lsaff
of feminists for Ufa) (Circus Of the SOUh One)
coming to 0 to about
reclaiming feminism & Saturday, March 11,1005
the flbortion Issue Campion Ballroom
Doors open at 6:10 p.m.
When: fiprii 6,2005 7 p.m. Program begins at 1 p.m.
Where: father Le'Roux Conference Vioom si 1-students w/ID SIS-general admission
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Wondering what you are








Melissa at 206-632-7206 or
rberube@southwestern.com
ABOUT US
If you have any questions
about Advertising or Busi-
ness concerns, please call us
at 206-296-6474. Fax num-
ber is 206-296-6477. To
Advertise in THE SPECTA-
TOR, please e-mail all ads
to adinfo@seattleu.edu. All
rates & publications dates











Night @ 7 P.M. In the
Spectator office, located in
Campion basement next to
The Cave.
Come by and you
will have a great
time!
*Nothing down and nothing due for 90 days on a new Toyota, that is!
At Toyota, you get a GREAT factory offer. If you will graduate from college within the
next six months and show proof of future employment, with a start date within
120 days of your purchase, you can take delivery of a new Toyota with
$0 down and NO payments for 90 days 1, plus a $400 rebate!2
See your participating Western Washington Toyota Dealers today!
Puyallup Beltevue KlrkJand Renlon Tacoma Bremerton
Toyota Michael's Toyota Bob Bridge Titus-Will Heartland
ofPuyallup Toyota ofXirkland Toyota Toyota Toyota
Everett Lynn wood Olympia Tacoma Burieri Burlington Auburn
Rodland Magic Toyota Toyota of Burien Foothills Doxon
Toyota Toyota of Olympia Tacoma Toyota Toyota Toyota
Seattle Lake City Beilingham Port Angeies Aberdeen Chehaiis
Toyota Toyota Wilson Wilder Five Star 1-5
of Seattle of Lake City Toyota Toyota Toyota Toyota
1. Any new Toyota - 5.1 % APR for 60 Months - 519.08 per $1,000 borrowed. No down payment with approved credit through Toyota Financial Services. Not all customers will qualify for lowest rate depending on
model and credit approval - see dealer for terms and conditions. No money down and no montNy payments for 90 days: Toyota Financial Services College Graduate Program is available on approved credit to qual-
ified customers leasing or financing the purchase of new untrtled Toyota models through participating Toyota dealers and Toyota Financial Services. Some restrictions appty. Program may not be available in all states.
First payment may be deferred for 90 days: finance charges aceoe from contract date Deferred payment not available inPennsylvania- 2. (400 toward pur-
chase or lease ol a new Toyota to qualifying graduates: Rebate offered by Toyota Motor Sales. U.SA. Inc. Rebate will be applied on lease contracts, first
toward the amounts dueat lease signing or delivery, with any remainder to the capatilized cost reduction, and toward the down payment on finance con-
tracts Finance or lease contract must be dated between April 1,2004and March 31.2005 Only available on new untitled Toyota models. College Graduate I
Rebate Program is subiect to change ortermination at any time. See your participating dealer for detads. Toyota Financial Services is a service mark of Toyota I
Motor Credit Corporation & Toyota Motor Insurance Services, Inc Dealer participation in this rebate program may increase vehicle pnee before rebate. FOR I
BOTH 1 h 2 A Documentary Service Fee up to $35 may be added to vehicle price. Subject to availability. Individual dealerprices may vary. Vehicle ID
numbers available upon request. Must take retail delivery from new dealer stock by 03/31/05, See participating dealer for details. IOyOIo.COnI
Seattle University
ttipdtop. Showcase m
WHEN: Saturday, March sth,5 th, 2005 Ijjf
TIME: 9pm-llpm Jl~
WHERE: Bistro, 3rd Floor Student Center
Performances By:k WHAT: Poetry, Spoken word, d,
Hip-Hop Dancers, Lyricists and DJ. 2KLu«,
j| iL/ Rajni Eddins
Yirrutn Seek
_■ B PI Mai Saint
YOUR *JbM
Beach
»Bahamas $569 »Jamaica $509
Air + 1 week at the Colony Club Resort Air + 1 week at the Hotel Montego
Smmss Europe
"Barcelona $598 »London-Paris $587
Air + 5 nights at Hostel Del Mar Air + 3 nts. at Astor Hyde Park in
London. Then train to Paris and
• 3 nts. at theAloha Hostel
»Costa Rica $808 »Punta Cana $980
Air + 2 nts. stay at Best Western in Air + 3 nights at the Punta Cana
San Jose, then 4 nts. stay in Manuel Beach Resort
Antonio. Airport and hotel transfers
included.
Packages include roundtripairfare from Philadelphia nnd I _ _ _^accommodations. Subject (o changeand availability. H tm i S A a § 1




Scandinavian Airlines is now offering wireless Internet
service on non-stop flights to Scandinavia




available only at: m
StudentUniverse.com
l 11 if I r vii t L iTi'fMT^iTTTTLUiTTITfiTiy'Jirr
Not Ready for
the LSAT?
I'm Steven Klein, LSAT spe-
cialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later, I don't
think anyone knows more
about this test, or how to teach
It, than I do. That's why I still
teach my own classes. That's
why you should call me.
My nine weekcourse features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
mock exams for the reasonable
price of ts9s.
I can answer any LSAT ques-
tion - let me prove it Call now
for a free seminar:
524-4915
FOOTNOTES






Senior, Math, Computer Science
Francisco Guerrero,





"The Tree Huggers. "
"Team Yoko. We'dplay "dancy"
music. I like to dance. "
"Kermit s Finger."
"I would call my band A Kick in the
Pants because the kids would show up
expecting something, and I'm pretty
sure they'd get it. "
"Naughty Altar Boys"
MISSLONELY HEARTS
Are you in trouble?
do you need help?
Write to Miss Lonely Hearts
AND SHE WILL HELP YOU.
LonelyHeartSpec@hotmail.com
Dear Miss Lonely Hearts,
Help me, Miss L., I need your help. On last
Thursday, I got a phone call from the jail, and it was
my boyfriend. He got into trouble, and he had to spend
four days there. Actually it is not the first time he went
to the jail....Even though he is troublesome, I still love
him because I believe that he just does not fit into so
many rules in this society. However, people around me
disagree with me. One day my friend advised me that I
should not stay with him because he is so troublesome,
and I better meet somebody at SU who can study with
me. In addition, I cannot even tell my parents about him
because I know they would not let me date with him.
Sometimes I wish my boyfriend was a SU stu-
dent like other guys in my classes. When I see campus
couples walking by me, I wish we were like that.
Help me, Miss L. People around me do not un-
derstand us, and I am very confused, what should I do?
Truly yours, Sleepless In Seattle
Dear SIS,
My partner struggles with a similar issue. You
see, my partner is always receiving letters from people
claiming that I am bad news and that I am a "hurtful,
cheating, lying, hurting ...liar." To which I respond,
"Could this face ever lie?" At this point my partner says,
"No, how could I ever have doubted you?" To which I
say, "I don't know, but I'm pretty hurt by it." At which
point my partner apologizes. At which point I go drink
a twelve pack of Mountain Dew. So, SIS, the real solu-
tion is Mountain Dew, whichalmost always gets the job
done. And, if this is a real problem, seek professional
advice.
With Love, Miss L.
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